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Corey Ha covered changes to the IDS website:
- Hosted Web pages are on the new server at Atlas
- Moving the code into Net framework 2.0
- Working to create better web pages with improved usability for end users
  - Navigation menu
  - My Account

Information Corey needs to enable people to have access to the login:
Director name
Lending Staff
Borrowing Staff
IT Staff
Name
Title
Email
Photo
Phone number

Corey welcomes comments, suggestions, and questions. His contact information is
ha@geneseo.edu

Mark Sullivan gave an update on the work being done toward facilitating Direct Request Capability for articles. He and other Geneseo folks are working with OCLC and Atlas
The name of the database is ALIAS (Article Licensing I______ Availability Server)
- If not within the Rule of 5 or other issues, the article would be sent to the Awaiting Request Processing queue to be worked manually
- With Version 8.0 of ILLiad we should not have to convert PDFs to TIFF to send; will be able to keep electronic PDFs in that format to send
- URL would automatically be in the Call Number field
- They working on load balancing system
- Would like to see a lending version in the future
- Working with OCLC & Serials Solutions for new discovery options
- Work with IDS folks
- Rollout is hoped to be January 2009

Cyril Oberlander then gave a brief overview of the Workflow Toolkit:
- Will be available electronically
- Contains tips/suggestions which you can copy & paste to apply, or can adapt to fit your situation
- Streamline process to make your work easier
- Settings that save time
- Reduce staff time while expanding services
- Custom holdings – settings that reduce cost
- Lending – software that saves time
- Borrowing/Lending/Document Delivery Word templates
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